Schwarz and Naroditsky move up in Agoura Hills!
Posted by fpawn on Monday, January 23 @ 07:14:52 CST
There was an earthquake this weekend at the Western Class Championships in Agoura Hills. It registered 2166 on the elo scale. This earthquake
came in the form of 16 year old Daniel Schwarz. He played up in the Open section seeking experience and some rating points to inch closer to that
magical 2200 mark. He nearly ended up winning the entire tournament, even sitting on board 1 in the last round!
Schwarz'es result was simply phenomenal! All five of his opponents were rated over 2300--at least 150 points above his pre tournament rating. He
defeated NMs Eugene Yanayt and Tatev Abrahamyan while drawing with IM Enrico Sevillano (as black!) and FM Michael Casella. He was only
stopped in the last round on top board by IM Melikset Khachiyan. His performance rating was a stunning 2483 USCF and 2430 FIDE! And maybe
most significantly, Schwarz will now be rated either very near 2200 or already above his goal.
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Daniel, in the eyes of your teacher and friend, the title of National Master is both well deserved and overdue! Congratulations!

One other local junior did well in Agoura Hills. Hint: his first name also is Daniel. Kudos to 10 year old Daniel Naroditsky for sharing first place in Class A. He cruised through five rounds, winning four and
drawing against co-champion Michael Schemm. All ye experts out there, watch out for the 10 year old coming to a tournament near you soon!
Click here for tournament crosstables.

